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A beautiful case for my bible! Better than what is pictured. I love the color and feel of the material.

Inside is a small zippered pocket for your credit card and driver's license and room enough for keys.

There's a pocket in the bag in which I carry some CDS. It is all I need to bring to Church and I

couldn't be more pleased.

I purchased this item, after seeing a bible friend with hers. I have a Pink RibbonBible which is very

special to me, and this cover was just made for it construction and materialsAre very nice, roomy to

carry a note pad. And highlights. I just Love It..

This is more of a plum/purplish pink, which I was not pleased with. Thought it would match the pink

Bible it shows it recommends it with. Also it said it was a certain length and the pink/brown Bible it

recommends was very cutting-it-close in terms of would it fit or not??? But I am happy to report that

yes it does fit :-) . Also someone said this had no pockets, but it has two pockets plus an inside

mesh bag! :P. Nice sturdy cover (for the money). Biggest gripe is the not straightforward pink color

but hey, it all works well enough :) . Hope this is helpful.

Amen I'm just so excedantly grateful excited about my Bible Cover that match my Bible to the

perfection that's the way God planned it the color perfect match I'm just so excedantly grateful for

the exceedingly great things that God has done in putting this together from two different companies

just a perfect match that's the way it's was so to be because God did it the color the style the size all

Perfection of God Amen.

This is a well made case perfect for the girliest girl. it has My favorite verse. I do wish there were a

place for a pen and little note pad.

I love this bible carrier and bag. It fits well with my standard bible and the hear detail is inspiring

when attending bible classes.

I am really happy w My purchase. This Case fits my bible perfectly and has room for my lil notebook

n pen. You will be happy w your purchase.

I am really happy with my book cover, it fit perfectly on my bible. I will display it, for everyone to see.



Thank you, for your fast delivery!
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